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ELECTRONICS OF SERVO-CONTROLLED
MOSSBAUER SPECTROMETER

by

P. K. Patwardhan, V. S. Indurkar and A. L. Khandwe

INTRODUCTION

The production of precisely controlled velocities is o£ prime

importance in Mossbauer Spectroscopy, where relative motion between

source and absorber gives rise to the Doppler Shift in recoil free gamma

radiation producing resonant absorption.

Electronic methods employing velocity-servo feed back are

being UBed advantageously to generate constant, linearly increasing or*

sinusoidally varying velocities. In these, electromechanical vibrator is

used in conjunction with a velocity transducer for velocity feedback which

controls the instantaneous velocities accurately. This method of velocity

feedback is applicable to any of the modes mentioned above.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The present design of Mossbauer Spectrometer is based on the

following considerations:

Werthiem and Brafman' -' had pointed out that although the con-

stant acceleration mode of operation is more suited to the automatic

intake and live-display of Mtfssbauer Spectrum, the constant velocity

mode can permit more economical Investigation of selected regions of

the Mffssbauer Spectrum. Further, to cover the same experimental range

of velocities equal run-time is needed in both modes. The present deBign
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is more versatile in that it can be used either in constant velocity or

in constant acceleration mode. For these purposes it is fully compatible

with multichannel analyser (time mode) coupling or can be used with a

pair of scalei--timer arrangement.

DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1 Bhows circuit diagram of function generator w'dch is used to

generate square wave, triangular or sinusoidal waveforms. The basic ele-

ments of this function generator are a diode comparator,a binary clipper, an

operational amplifier and a diode ainewave synthesiser. In this, the bi-

nary 1B triggered by the output cf diode comparator which senses fixed

negative and positive voltage levels. The clipped, binary output is a

square wave. It is integrated through an operational amplifier with a

choice of selectable integrating capacitor. The triangular wave output

of this integrator is fed to the input of diode compararator, thus complet-

ing the loop. Since there exists a d. c. coupling in between these blocks

the square, as well as, triangular wave output is self-sustaining.

The triangular wave is also fed to the sinewave synthesiser com-

prising of diode resistor chain. The output is taken through an emitter

follower and a precision helical (wire -wound) potentiometer, A trigger

is also included. Ifc is fed by the square wave output and delivers sharp

negative (-10 volts) spikes, suitable for address resetting of multichannel

analyser. It should be noted that this function generator may alternatively

be fed from an externally generated square wave such as 200, 200 binary
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output of a 400 channel analyser to obtain a triangular or sinusoidal

wave.

Fig. 2 shows the circuit of a differential-input operational

amplifier. This ia a discrete component packaged module based on

Grigson's'*' design and ia used as a common element in function gene-

rator, servo-feedback amplifier and integrator. In servo-feedback

stage, it receives itB first input signal from the precision helical (wire

wound) potentiometer, which is the control element for adjustment of

maximum velocity swings. The other input is from the output of velocity

sensing coil of linear velocity transducer. Error signal thus produced is

amplified and integrated in the second operational amplifier rnudule >nd

ia then fed to the IJC - coupled power amplifier.

Fig. 3 shows the circuit diagram of a wide band audio power

amplifier used to drive the Mossbauer transducer. Since it is difficult

to obtain a faithful reproduction of square wave signal with transformers,

a transformerless design was preferred. This power amplifier has d. c.

coupled phase-inverting and emitter follower stages where current gain

is achieved. Sufficient negative feedback has been provided to eliminate

' any oscillations and voltage drifts.

The output of this power amplifier 1B fed to the Mossabuer drive

and the servo-feedback loop is completed through a linear velocity trans-

ducer which feeds to the servo operational amplifier.
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ADDITIONAL CIRCUITRY

Two additional electronic circuit boards are used in this spect-

rometer.

Single Channel Analyser

A single channel analyser as shown in Fig. 4 is used. In Mossbauer

upectroscopy, selected emission line is to be chosen in advance (e. g.,
• • .

14. 4 Kev line in case of Co^?). A single channel analyser is used to sort

out the counts corresponding to this line. The window and base line levels

are taken from potential drops across precision (wire wound) helical pot-

entiometers connected to a constant current generator.

Gating Program

While using the Mossbauer Spectrometer in constant velocity mode,

sharp velocity changes occur from positive to negative velocity excui s-

ion periods.

Damped oscillations may be observed for a small period immedi-

ately following instant velocity change over. A gating program is used

to exclude all the counts lying in these regions.

Fig. 5 shows circuit diagram of the gating program. It compri-

ses of four univiabrators, triggered by the square wave output of the fun-

ction generator. The waveform at different places are shown in the inset

(fig. 5). This program also includes two pairs of coincidence gates steer-

ing the Single Channel Analyser outpitt and crystal controlled oscillator

output to the respective pair of sealer-timer arrangement. Thus, the
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counting for positive and negative velocities are totalised by two sepa-

rate pairs of sealer timers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This Bpectrometer was subjected to test by using Co (5 me

in Pd-matrix) as a source and Natural Iron foil absorber. Fig. 6 shows

the absorption spectrum obtained. A magnetic hyper fine splitting was

observed which Bhows six well resolved dips with excellent percentage

absorption ratio. The full width at half maxima was observed to be

better than 0. 4 mm/sec for the outermost dips.
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FIG.1. FUNCTION GENERATOR
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